Findings of the Diocese of St Albans’ Safeguarding Adviser’s investigation into Computer Misuse at
St Mary’s Church, Baldock, in August 2010
and
Response from the Bishop of Hertford
1. Evidence of computer misuse at St Mary’s Church, Baldock came to the attention of the
churchwardens in August 2010. The Rector was on leave at the time.
2. The churchwardens appear to have made an initial judgment that they were dealing with the
discovery of material on the church computer that was pornographic but not illegal. This was
also the view of an architect doing work for St Mary’s who was present when the churchwardens
first examined the computer. They chose to investigate the matter themselves and failed to seek
advice from the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, in order to make a considered decision about
whether the matter should be disclosed to Police for investigation. Good safeguarding practice
would have been to refer the matter to the Safeguarding Adviser. The churchwardens did seek
some input from external experts of their own choosing.
3. The parish’s investigations, carried out by those reputable professional people involved by the
churchwardens, could not be as detailed or exhaustive as those which may have been carried
out by Police using their specialist software to investigate computer misuse. This implies no
criticism of the professional skill of the external experts brought in – it just distinguishes it from
the skill and equipment of specialist investigators.
4. The Police might have concluded that the circumstances did not warrant deeper investigation,
but they were never given the opportunity to form a view.
5. The investigations carried out at the churchwardens’ request, such as they were, did not find
any evidence of illegal activity.
6. On return from leave, the Rector, once made aware of the situation, also concluded (contrary to
good safeguarding procedures) that the parish should continue with its own actions and that the
parish could deal with the situation adequately on its own.
7. The Rector did have conversations with the former Archdeacon of Hertford about the matter,
but from both the Rector’s account and the Archdeacon’s account, it is clear that the
Archdeacon was told the matter concerned adult, legal, pornography only. The Archdeacon did
not verify whether the DSA had been involved and better oversight might have called for this,
although the primary responsibility for safeguarding rests with the Rector and PCC.
8. The Rector acceded to the request of the church administrator, the main user of the church
computer, that the hard drive from the computer should be destroyed. He did this without
considering that it would make it impossible to satisfactorily answer subsequent questions about
what went on. Although he appears to have been motivated by pastoral consideration for the
church administrator, this action is at the heart of subsequent difficulties fully answering the
questions that have arisen now that the matter has come to light.

9. These questions should have been addressed in 2010 at the time the issue first came to the
attention of the parish. There was a series of decisions made by the churchwardens and the
Rector as well as by the church administrator which have prevented this.
10. The church administrator as the main user of the church computer admits that the images came
to be on the computer through his actions, but asserts that the images in question were not
deliberately sourced and that they were a by-product of a search for medical information.
11. He, the church administrator, also failed to bring the presence of these images to the attention
of the churchwardens or the Rector when they first appeared on the computer and their
presence was only discovered by chance.
12. The Police’s investigation, started in 2016, has not found evidence of any illegal activity at this
point. The Rector is not suspected of criminal wrongdoing.
13. There is huge concern in Baldock as well as in the Diocese of St Albans about what has come to
light.
14. The Diocese of St Albans instructed its Safeguarding Adviser to carry out an investigation into
what took place and his findings are contained in this report. The Diocese is also cooperating
fully with the Police and will share the contents of the full, confidential, report with the Police.
15. The Diocese expects parishes to meet the very highest possible standards of safeguarding and is
determined that lessons will be learnt not just in Baldock but in all the parishes of the Diocese
from this situation.

Response and Recommendations by the Bishop of Hertford, The Rt Revd Dr Michael Beasley
1. I have read and am grateful for the thorough and full report and the accounts taken prepared by
Jez Hirst, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser and the care with which his investigations have been
carried out.
2. I am also grateful for the candour of those who have been interviewed by the Diocesan
Safeguarding Adviser and the care they have taken to recall events from some years ago.
3. I also wish to record my gratitude to the Police for investigating this matter when it came to
their attention and to the Comet newspaper for referring it to them when an accusation was
brought to their attention.
4. It goes without saying that had anyone involved taken the step of involving the appropriate
authorities in 2010, we would not be dealing with this now.
5. The Diocese of St Albans seeks to uphold the best possible practice in Safeguarding and has
robust policies in place to make our churches safe and welcoming places.
6. Any instance where one of our parishes falls short of best safeguarding practice is a matter of
deep shame and sorrow and an instance of us failing to honour the people who we are trying to
serve in our communities and to treat them in line with our belief that all people are made in the

image and likeness of God and loved by him. To reflect this belief, we must love them too and
make their safety our priority.
7. I believe the way this matter was handled may leave the name of St Mary’s tarnished. The
matter, particularly given recent press attention, risks having a lasting detrimental effect on the
reputation of the church locally and adds another negative story about the Church of England
nationally.
a. First, there was misuse of the Church Office computer at St Mary’s, Baldock which was
used for a personal search that yielded pornographic material, whether intentionally or
not. This was never reported to anyone in the church at the time as a problem.
b. When presented with the situation of finding pornography on a church computer, the
Churchwardens decided to deal with the situation themselves rather than follow the
established protocol to invoke safeguarding procedures, even as a precaution if they
believed that the images were only of adults.
c. The Churchwardens did involve external experts with some ability in this field to
investigate but this could not definitively answer the questions prompted by their
discoveries.
d. The Rector, on return from leave, also failed to take control of the situation and invoke
safeguarding procedures.
e. The Rector’s referral to the Archdeacon of Hertford only disclosed concerns about adult
pornographic material and did not mention any questions over content. Taking this at
face value, it both explains why the Archdeacon’s only recommendation was to remove
the person from his role, though the Rector failed to do this. It also supports the
assertion that the churchwardens accepted that the material was not illegal and that
doubts about this were only raised subsequently. The Archdeacon might nevertheless
have exercised greater oversight by checking whether the assertion that the material
was legal adult pornography had come from the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser and
directed referral to him if the answer was no. The Safeguarding Policy of the time,
Protecting God’s Children, however, places primary duty of care for safeguarding on the
incumbent and PCC.
f. The Rector then acceded to a request to destroy the hard drive which should have
caused him to pause, but he acceded to it, allowing pastoral reasons to override any
other concern.
g. One churchwarden then subsequently dealt with another instance of pornographic
images being found on an older computer in a similar way.
8. This leaves the parish damaged by questions hanging over it which cannot be fully answered.
The parish was left largely defenceless to hearsay accusations which suggested that ‘child porn’
had been viewed. These accusations were made by a third party who had no first-hand
knowledge of the situation in 2010.
9. The evidence from the limited investigations which took place at the time, the account given by
an architect who was with the churchwardens when the images were discovered and the
Police’s own investigation now is that the pornographic images discovered were of adults and no
evidence of illegality has been found. Having said that, I am not complacent and this conclusion
is provisional while the current church computer is examined by Police (at our instigation) and
may well remain provisional in the light of the destruction of the hard disk.
10. It should be borne in mind that the two Churchwardens involved are no longer in post.

11. The full report of the Safeguarding Adviser remains confidential to the Diocese of St Albans.
12. My recommendations are as follows:
a. There should be an urgent review of parish safeguarding procedures, to be carried out
by the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser or other qualified expert to establish that best
practice is being observed. This should involve a review of training and refreshers or
retraining as required for those responsible for safeguarding, including the Rector.
b. The church administrator may have either deliberately or inadvertently misused the
church computer, but it is undeniable that he failed to report the content that was
subsequently discovered on the computer he used. He has admitted that this content
arose from his searches for medical information and these facts are sufficient to show
that it is not appropriate for him to hold a role in a church office involving computer use
or any other position of trust in the church. The further evidence that there was much
more prolonged misuse of the second computer found in the office in 2011 supports this
decision and the information gathered for this investigation shows evidence that the
misuse of the first computer went back further than the time admitted by the church
administrator.
c. It must not be overlooked that this was also the recommendation made by the former
Registrar of the Diocese, relayed to the Rector by the former Archdeacon, but the
administrator was allowed to return to a similar role to that which he had previously
held after only three months had elapsed.
d. It must also be remembered that there is a current Police investigation of the church
computer most recently in use and that further actions may follow if misuse is identified.
The Diocese has nothing to suggest that there has been further misuse, but requested
that the Police investigate the computer as a conclusive safeguarding measure.
e. The Rector is not the subject of a current Police investigation, but there is always the
possibility that a disciplinary complaint may follow. Disciplinary proceedings are
confidential until concluded when the findings are published. In the meantime, having
taken professional advice, there is no reason why he should not resume his ministry in
schools. His voluntary relinquishment of ministry in schools was a precautionary and
neutral act which implied neither guilt nor innocence.
f. Although there is no evidence of any harm done to individuals in the parish, the
presence of pornographic images on a second computer at St Mary’s came to light
during our investigation and I would therefore like to invite anyone who has any other
matter to disclose relating to legal or illegal pornography or any other safeguarding
matter to come forward to the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, Jez Hirst following the
publication of this response in church.
g. Mindful also that there is considerable trauma disclosed by one of the former
Churchwardens and his wife over this, I would like to offer them access to counselling if
they would like to avail themselves of this.
h. I have also agreed to the sharing of the Safeguarding Adviser’s full, confidential report
with the Police on a confidential basis. Should they wish to pass it on to any other party
this will be done only with the Diocese’s permission.
i. It is my hope that as well as the parish benefitting from a review of its safeguarding
practice, all parishes in the diocese and indeed all of us with responsibility for
safeguarding will learn from these events and ensure that there is no repeat of them.
+Michael Hertford
February 2017

